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USE OF THE SUBJECT OF THE WOBLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY'S 
TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AS THEME FOR WORLD HEALTH DAY 

The Director-General has received the following communication from the Minister 
for Public Health of Viet-Nam: 

"In accordance with Bule 10.of the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly, 
the Government of Viet-Nam has the honour to propose the addition of the following 
supplementary item to the agenda of tha Eighth World Health Assembly, which opens 
on 10 May 1955 in Mexico City: 

" rTJse of the subject of the World Health Assembly's technical discussions 
as theme for the following World Health D-гу, celebrated on 7 April each year. '• 

"The Government of Viet-Nam submits this proposal for the following reasons: 

"The technical discussions are generally concerned with the most important 
aims of the Assembly and provide an opportunity of acquiring a wider understanding 
of problems of world-wide interest The use of one of the subjects of discussion 
as the theme of World Health Day would, therefore, lay emphasis on one of the main 
questions which had been the subject of thorough study by the Assembly. For 
example, the subject of the discussions held during the Seventh Health Assembly 
(Public Health Problems in Rural Areas) could well have been chosen by the 
Assembly as the theme for World Health Day on 7 April 1955; the topic for tech-
nical discussions at the Eighth Health Assembly could be used for World Health 
Day on 7 April 1956, and so on. 

"Moreover, the Organizaxion has at its disposal documents prepared by experts 
on all the subjects to be dealt with in the technical discussions, and this docu-
mentation is sent to Member States so that they may be fully informed. Ey 
adopting these subjects as the theme for World Health Day, the necessity for 
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calling on experts for fresh documentation would be avoided and there would be 
no need to furnish Member States with any further information. By this means 
an appreciable saving of time and money could be effected. 

"The Government of Viet-Nam believes that its proposal, if approved by 
the Assembly, should have favourable technical, administrative and financial 
repercussions. 

"I have the honour to be, 

Yours, etc., 

(signed) Bac-SI HUYTJH-KIM-HUU 

Saigon, 2 April 1955" 


